Abstract. Failure analysis of underground casing pipe is very important for engineering protection. Failure of underground casing pipe is affected by many factors, and shows very strong spatial variability. Therefore, a predictive model is constructed based on geostatistics, in which spatial variability is taken into account. Through the spatial variability analysis of influence factors, interpolating images can be worked out with kriging and mathematical fitting techniques. As an application example, the failure risk is calculated by this model with interpolating images. The distribution of failure risk of underground casing pipe is investigated, and some advice is proposed.
Introduction
In recent years, there are many researches on the mechanism of underground casing pipe failure, and the failure risk analysis based on statistics becomes more and more important [1] [2] [3] . Ordinary, failure risk of underground casing pipe is affected by many factors, and shows very strong spatial variability [4, 5] . In the predictive model, both criteria weights and order weights should be considered. Since the 20th century, many progresses have been made on weights calculation, and they are applied to many domains [6] [7] [8] [9] . Geostatistics is the core of surface analysis, and interpolating images can be worked out by geostatistical techniques for the space sample data. Spatial variability with their values and locations of space sample points can be analyzed, and interpolating surfaces can be obtained with ordinary kriging and mathematical fitting techniques [10, 11] .
In this article, the spatial variability is analyzed for influence factors, and interpolating images are worked out with kriging and mathematical fitting techniques. The failure risk is calculated with predictive model, and the distribution of failure risk of underground casing pipe is investigated.
Risk Predictive Model
If the number of space points is m, i represents any one of those space points. The number of influence factors is n, and j represents any one of those factors. Here, x ij is the j-th factor's value in any space point i. The failure risk is represented as R i , then, it can be calculated as follow,
to influence factor, does not relate with the space location. Ordinarily, a comparison matrix A is constructed as [a ij ], criteria weights are written as,
Before the calculation of order weighs, all factors' values in any space point "i" need to be reordered from maximum to minimum. Order weights only relate to space location, and do not relate with the factor. The order weighs can be obtained as follow,
Eq. (5) is the basic rank order method to calculate order weights. In this method, if there are three factors, it means n equals to 3, then the biggest factor in value is treated as r 1 , and equals to 1. And so on, r 2 equals to 2, and r 3 is 3. It means that the value of factors determine order weights. Now, compute x ij in Eq. (1). For any influence factor "j", the normalization is written as, And for any space point "i", x ij is calculated from known neighbor known points, and written as,
In which, z lj is the value of the l-th known point, and p is the number of interpolating space points. λ l is weight of z lj , according to ordinary kriging interpolation, it must meet the following conditions,
In which, μ is Lagrange parameters, γ is semivariogram. The semivariogram can be used to describe spatial variability.
Thus, we can forecast the failure risk of underground casing pipe through above calculation based on the data of influence factors.
Application Example
As an example application, three factors in J607 block are adopted. Because there are too much data, some of them are extracted as table 1. According to the method above, spatial variability is analyzed, model fitting is fulfilled and ordinary kriging is use to create interpolating surfaces. For example, the semi-variogram image of steam injection volume is shown as Fig. 1 . In semi-variogram surface images, the center is zero distance of lag, and variability increase from low to high with colors from dark blue to green.
With ordinary kriging and mathematical fitting techniques, interpolating image of steam injection volume is shown as Fig. 2 . With the same method, the semi-variogram image and interpolating image of other two factors, times of steam injection and volume of oil production, can be obtained. Before the calculation of failure risk based on above predictive model, those imagines need to be normalized. They can be standardized with fuzzy to 0 to 255, in which 255 represents the maximum risk, and 0 represents the minimum risk. Then, the failure risk of underground casing pipe is worked out as Fig. 3 .
Results Analysis and Conclusions
Through the construction of failure risk predictive model based on geostatistics, the failure risk of an application example for underground casing pipe is calculated. It can be found that the dangerous areas with more than 200 risk degree, and more attention is needed. Therefore, accurate prediction results can be obtained through this prediction model 
